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Guided by three generations of family leadership, LCI has grown tremendously over the last 63 years. Founded in 1956 by 
Larry Lippert, our company began as a galvanized and aluminum roofing business for manufactured houses. Today, LCI 
has evolved into a worldwide leader of highly engineered products for the leisure and mobile transportation industries.

Industries ServedStock Price History
LCI has 24.5 million shares outstanding and a market capitalization  

of approximately $1.5 billion as of 2018

Stock prices above are not adjusted for dividends. All statistics and figures were accurate at press time and are subject to change at any time.

Jason Lippert
CEO (2003-current)

Larry Lippert
Founder & CEO (1956-1978)

Doug Lippert
CEO (1978-2003)
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PRESIDENT & CEO

Thank you to all our team members that 
are ALL-IN and working on improving 
their own abilities, their social impact, 
their leadership skills and the leadership 
development of those around them! Let’s 
lead and engage our teams at a higher 
level in 2020.

We are so proud and thankful about how 
our teams and leaders are developing at 
LCI! More and more LCI team members 
are making the decision to stay at our 
company for the long haul. Many are 
saying this is their “home away from 
home” and many more have even said, 
“I want to retire at LCI”!!! Team members 
would ONLY say this because of the 
quality of our leadership at all levels, 
because of the vision our company has, 
and because they are sincerely having 
fun at work! Our vision is to not only make 
great products and be the best supplier 
in the industries we serve, but at the 
same time, to show that, through great 
leadership, culture, and philanthropy AT 
WORK, business can truly be a force for 
good and make the world a better place.  

We WILL be the best in the industries we 
serve, and we WILL win by achieving big 
short-term and long-term goals. Along 
the way, through great leadership, culture, 
and philanthropy at work, we will show 
other organizations a better way of “doing 
business” by empowering teams to lead 
better at work, and ultimately, at home. 
This will surely make the communities 
we live and work in so much better if we 
keep being intentional and persistent 
around the quality of the example of our 
leadership.

2019 was another exciting year at LCI. 
Let’s recap our 2019 objectives, highlights, 
talk about where we’re going in 2020, and 
welcome some of the newest members 
of the LCI Family!

Q: What are you most proud of  
 from 2019?
In 2019, we had five top strategic 
objectives. Operating profit, quality, 
mergers and acquisitions, sales in our 
emerging market segment, and team 
member engagement. I feel we excelled 
in all of those areas. It’s a tough operating 
environment. Our core business was 
down 20% in the RV business which 
made things a bit more challenging, but 
I’m happy with the progress we made 
and the quality we put forth. I’m also 
very happy with the progress we made 
around leadership and culture – we 
continue to see big improvements there. 
Our top- and bottom-line performance 
was stellar considering what we’ve been 
through. Overall, we were green lights 
in all of those areas and then some. We 
definitely want quality to stay top of 
mind, we want our leadership and culture 
to stay top of mind, and we want our 
top- and bottom-line growth to stay top 
of mind for short- and long-term reasons. 
A lot of our 2019 objectives will carry over 
into 2020.

Q:	What	are	the	top	five	objectives	 
 for 2020?
Quality; Engagement; Operating income; 
Aftermarket; And looking to continue to 
evolve as an organization from a global 
perspective. LCI is going to continue 
to grow, and we want to take care of 
more people. We want more people 
to experience what it’s like to work in a 
culture where you’re actually cared for, 
where your voice matters, where ideas 
around continuous improvement can 
actually make a difference.

As we continue to get bigger, it’s critical 
that we remain local and feel small, like a 
family. This is where leadership comes in 
and why it’s so important. 

Q:	How	are	culture	and	retention	 
	 improving	our	business?
A: As we’ve been saying the last few 
years, our values are leading to a 
better workplace environment, and 
ultimately, people decide to stay 
longer, and when people decide to stay 
longer, we have more retention in the 
business and we have fewer people 
in and out of the company. Ultimately, 
that leads to efficiency, safety, and 
quality improvements, innovation 
improvements, and happier team 
members.

Our business used to be 90% RV, going 
back to 2008. Today, we’re around 58% 
RV and continuing to diversify. We 
remain committed to diversifying our 
industries. We’re focused on Europe and 
international markets, we’re focused on 
emerging in adjacent markets, we’re 
focused on RV, and we’re focused on 
marine. Reducing the cyclicality of our 
business is really important, and we’re 
diversifying as a result. 

This year, we welcomed several new, 
amazing businesses to the LCI family. 
In June, we acquired Lavet, and Italian 
manufacturer of window blind systems. 
In August, Lewmar joined us, adding to 
our growing European marine market 
product line. Both businesses have 
the capability of handling much more 
business with their core teams than 
what they’re doing today. We plan on 
either growing their businesses through 
acquisition or by giving them more 
responsibility. 

We also welcomed Ciesse in Italy – they’re 
helping us expand our portfolio on 
trains and rail. Rail is one transportation 
industry we’ve identified in the last few 
years that we feel we have competencies 

Jason Lippert

“When we began writing the 2019 Outrigger, it was well before 
LCI faced the unprecedented times that the COVID-19 pandemic 
has brought to us. While the first quarter of 2020 has been 
tremendously challenging and we have had to make plenty of 
tough decisions, it still doesn’t change our purpose, our long-term 
strategy, and most importantly who we are as an organization. I 
hope that this newsletter reminds us all of all the great things that 
we accomplished in 2019 and gets everyone excited about what 
we can still do in 2020! I hope everyone is safe and healthy. Most 
importantly, we WILL be back stronger than ever!”
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in, with respect to products and 
customers, but would like to expand our 
business in. Ciesse is now the largest rail 
product line we have today. 

Towards the end of 2019, we welcomed 
SureShade, PWR-ARM, Polyplastic Group, 
and CURT. All of these businesses will 
help support our goals and prowess 
within the international manufacturing 
markets. 

I’m excited to have them join our family!

We can expect to continue to see a lot 
of acquisitions – our pipeline is always 
full! I will say, it means something a little 
different today, bringing new businesses 
into the LCI family, than what it did before 
we started our culture journey.

Q:	What	are	you	most	excited	about	 
	 in	terms	of	the	future	for	LCI?
I’m most excited about the momentum 
we have around culture and leadership. 
We’re making better decisions, our 
retention continues to grow, our attrition 
and turnover continues to shrink. We’ve 
said this for several years, the more 
concentrated we get, the lower our 
attrition gets, the higher our retention 
gets, the more quality people we get into 
this organization and train and coach, our 
leadership gets better!

We’re a stronger core of a team, and 
stronger teams get better results. 
Safety, innovation, efficiency, quality, 
and a culture of inclusivity creates a 
healthier and happier workplace and 
team members. 

We’re accelerating, evolving, and 
growing, and the feedback we’re getting 
only reinforces that we’re on the right 
track. Our momentum will continue 
throughout 2020. Thank you for another 
year of hard work, dedication, and 
engagement! We wouldn’t be here 
without you. 

JASON D. LIPPERT 
PRESIDENT & CEO
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DIRECTOR OF CORPORATE & COMMUNITY IMPACT

Our	Mission:	

Creating meaningful change; we’re 
inspiring a culture of giving by building 
positive relationships and aligning 
company resources with our team 
member’s time and talents to support 
the needs of our communities 

120,000	Hours	Movement

In 2017, LCI committed to creating a 
movement that helped team members 
find their passions outside of work while 
incorporating ways to serve and better 
their communities. This initiative is 
more than steady stewardship and bold 
leadership; it is truly a force of good. We 
are humbled to witness the generosity 
that was demonstrated by thousands 
of team members across the globe at 
LCI. We are pleased to announce that 
we have surpassed our goal for 2019! 
Join us in celebrating this tremendous 
accomplishment of 120,000+ hours 
in 2019 and more than 350,000 hours 
since 2017. Your gift of time has served 

more than 2,000 nonprofits. It is truly 
evident that our teams are leaning in 
and connecting with each other and 
their communities! We believe LCI’s 
sense of team and family was created 
and sustained through our volunteer 
initiatives. YOUR time, energy and 
determination to better the lives of those 
around you is inspiring!

It’s clear that others have been moved 
by your passion. You have encouraged 
more than 30 other business partners 
to create their own volunteer initiatives. 
You have helped pave the way by 
creating conversations of how easy, 
yet important, it is to get involved and 
truly make a difference. Every day that 
you choose to show up and give back, 
you are setting an example for future 
generations of how meaningful change 
can happen inside of a business. You 
are choosing to use business as a force 
for good. On behalf of all the nonprofits 
who benefit from your time and talents, 
thank you!

Community	Support

With thousands of team members across 
our more than 85 facilities worldwide, 
our social impact extends far and wide. 
In addition to our volunteer initiatives, we 
are committed to creating greater impact 
by donating to the causes that our team 
members are passionately investing their 
time and talents in. In 2019, LCI provided 
monetary contributions to more than 250 
organizations!

One of our favorite company-wide giving 
events is the Holiday Donation Drive. 
In 2019, we collectively supported 500 
families and partnered with over 30 
nonprofits to help sustain vital programs! 
Your hearts, minds and hands truly make 
our communities merry and bright all 
year long!

Acts	of	Service	transitions	to	Community	
Foundation	of	Elkhart	County

As many of you may know, we made 
a HUGE announcement in late 
2019 regarding Acts of Service. The 
Community Foundation of Elkhart 
County is now managing Acts of 
Service by being the support system 
to companies that have joined this 

Michilah Grimes 
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MICHILAH GRIMES  
DIRECTOR OF CORPORATE 
& COMMUNITY IMPACT

movement over the last three years. The 
Community Foundation will continue 
our vision by growing this platform and 
partnering with more businesses. Acts 
of Service has truly been a labor of love. 
To see this vision become a reality and 
to witness the unwavering support of 
our team members and our community 
is humbling. This would not have been 
possible without each of you sharing 
your time, talents and passion.

Although LCI no longer owns or 
manages Acts of Service, LCI continues 
to be committed to social impact and 
giving back. 

LCI is a proud partner of Acts of Service 
– we will continue to utilize the website 
and continue to encourage and inspire 
community outreach through team 
volunteer events. We will also continue 
to log our volunteer service hours using 
the AoS platform.

Thank you to all who’ve made Acts of 
Service what it is today! With your help, 
we look forward to growing our impact 
on a deeper level with 100% participation 
across the company!

Meet	Jamie	Duell 
Associate	Director	of	Corporate	 
and	Community	Impact

Jamie joined the Impact team in 
November 2019 as Associate Director 
of Corporate and Community Impact. 
Jamie is responsible for helping with the 
coordination of social impact initiatives 
for LCI. Together, we will be working on 
a plan for an annual operating strategy 
that enhances accomplishment of LCI’s 
global impact goals.

Jamie is a graduate of Saint Mary's 
College, Notre Dame. She was previously 
in a leadership role in Tampa, Florida and 
was on the Corporate Human Resources 
Benefits Team at LCI prior to accepting 
this role. Jamie serves on the Board for 
Girls on the Run Michiana, a non-profit 
that inspires girls to be joyful, healthy 
and confident using a fun, experience-
based curriculum which creatively 
integrates running. Girls on the Run 
envisions a world where every girl knows 
and activates her limitless potential and 
is free to boldly pursue her dreams.

“I believe we are all called to serve the world in a way that best 
aligns our talents, passion and joy. I’m thrilled to join Michilah 
and walk alongside our team members as we discover new and 
impactful ways to live out our purpose and serve the communities 
where we live, work and play.” – Jamie Duell
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LEADERSHIP & CULTURE

LCI Family around the World -

Amid the current global experience 
that we find ourselves with COVID-19, 
my initial letter written just a few short 
weeks ago feels already outdated and 
out of touch with our reality. And yet, 
perhaps the opening line is now more 
important than ever for us all to hear, to 
remember, and to rally behind as we lock 
arms to navigate well the uncertainty 
before us: Welcome to the “Roaring 20s” 
and to the next decade of the LCI Family 
working toward our vision of making 
Business a Force for Good in our world! 

Although the current landscape has 
certainly changed, our vision to be a 
Force for Good is perhaps stronger 
and more critical than ever. As we 
stand in the midst of making difficult 
decisions that impact our people and 
our business, we must keep our vision 
alive and in the forefront of our hearts 
and minds. Who do we want to be – as 
individuals and as an organization – on 
the other side of this? Because I can 
assure you, there will be an “other side” 
to this pandemic. As a world and as an 
organization, we will not be the same 
through this. I am confident that we will 
not just be different on the other side, 
but indeed, better. 

At LCI, our mission is to Make Lives 
Better, by building meaningful 
relationships with our customers, 
co-workers, and community. As a 
manufacturing company, that may 
sound a bit fluffy or even impractical. 
But, we firmly believe that if we wrap our 
minds around what it means to “make 

lives better” and “build meaningful 
relationships,” that all of the most 
critical business practices that make a 
company successful will fall into place. 
From ensuring we have great safety 
practices in place to forecasting wisely 
to selling with energy and integrity to 
owning quality at every point in the 
process to engineering innovative, safe, 
and effective products to constantly 
pursuing continuous improvement in 
how we live, lead, and operate – our 
mission is to make lives better inside, 
outside, and throughout our four walls 
so that we can continue to grow as a 
business, and take care of even more 
people! Again, perhaps now more than 
ever, we must hold this mission in our 
hearts and minds because this is what 
will help us live and lead well through 
this difficult season.

As we are already well into this new 
decade of life together, and knowing 
how quickly things change and how 
fast time seems to go by, I encourage 
all of us to really lean in with deeper 
Purpose, greater Passion, and a renewed 
invigoration toward high Performance. 
These three P’s have been a critical 
element of our 2019 journey around 
Team Member Engagement, where we 
defined Engagement as igniting the 
Heads, Hearts, and Hands of our team 
members. As we all continue to grow 
more into who we have been created 
and called to be, our relationships, our 
families, our health, our communities, 
and yes, our business, will continue to 
flourish. Engagement is not a moot point 
in times like these; it is essential in times 
like these. Arguably, it is this intense, 

all-hands-on deck, do-whatever-it-
takes, love-hard mindset that we all find 
ourselves in right now that makes LCI 
who we are at our core. This experience 
is as “Old School” as it gets, and we must 
firmly commit to lacing everything 
we do with our Core Values and our 
Leadership Qualities because our people 
and our business depend on it. 

I challenge each of us to wake up every 
morning and ask ourselves, “How can I 
be a Force for Good today?” It doesn’t 
have to solve world problems or be 
anything magnificent (although it may 
be!) – just start with something. Our 
brains can become overwhelmed if we 
try to see and solve the whole big puzzle 
at once. Simplify. Take one step. And 
allow each action to build more traction 
in your life as we navigate this season 
together.

So, here’s to 2020. May it be one of our 
best, brightest, and boldest years to date. 
I look forward to continuing our journey 
and to helping evolve our workplace 
culture into a place where leadership 
thrives and business succeeds; where 
indeed, Business is a Force for Good in 
our big, beautiful world.

Blessings, 

DR. AMBER SELKING 
VP, LEADERSHIP & CULTURE DEVELOPMENT

Dr. Amber Selking 
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Lewmar Marine Limited
AUGUST 2019

The acquisition of Lewmar Marine Limited ("Lewmar") was 
completed in August 2019. Lewmar is a supplier of leisure 
marine equipment and is headquartered in Havant, United 
Kingdom. In June 2019, LCI announced that it had submitted 
an offer to purchase Lewmar subject to approval by Lewmar’s 
shareholders and the Scottish Court of Session. Lewmar’s 
shareholders subsequently approved the transaction and the 
acquisition was completed by means of a court-sanctioned 
scheme of arrangement.

Lavet 
JUNE 2019

LCI subsidiary, LCI Italy S.r.L., acquired Lavet S.r.L. (“Lavet”) in 
June 2019. Lavet is a manufacturer of window blind systems 
located in Siena, Italy. The acquisition of Lavet allows us to 
expand our product portfolio in key, in-demand categories 
for LCI customers and helps us take advantage of synergies 
between the companies. LCI and Lavet have worked closely 
with one another for years to service the OEMs of European 
leisure vehicles, which has helped LCI gain valuable insight 
into Lavet’s strong management team and product offerings.

Aquisitions & Partnerships
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Ciesse
AUGUST 2019

LCI subsidiary, LCI Italy S.r.l., acquired Ciesse S.p.A. (“Ciesse”) 
in August 2019. Ciesse is a supplier of railway interior products 
and systems, headquartered in Rignano sull’Arno, Italy. Ciesse 
had trailing twelve-month sales of approximately €22.5 million 
through June 2019. We welcome Ciesse’s strong management 
team to the LCI family and look forward to better serving 
customers with the expanded railway product offerings.

SureShade
OCTOBER 2019 

LCI acquired substantially all of the business assets (collectively 
referred to under the business name “SureShade”) of Rodan 
Enterprises, LLC, effective October 21, 2019. SureShade is a 
designer and manufacturer of sunshade systems for the 
outdoor recreation industry in North America and Europe 
and holds a number of innovative patents on its automated 
retractable shade systems that allow it to deliver improved sun 
protection and comfort. 

Aquisitions & Partnerships
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Polyplastic Group
NOVEMBER 2019

In November, LCI entered into a definitive agreement to 
acquire Polyplastic Group B.V. (“Polyplastic”), a manufacturer 
of acrylic window and door products headquartered in 
Rotterdam, Netherlands. Polyplastic, a market leader in 
Europe, is a premier window supplier to the caravanning 
industry and attributes a portion of its sales to the European 
supermarket, trailer, and e-mobility industries. Through 
September 2019, Polyplastic had trailing twelve-month 
revenue of approximately €55 million. This transaction officially 
closed in early January 2020.

PWR-ARM 
NOVEMBER 2019

LCI acquired the PWR-ARM brand and electric powered 
Bimini business assets of Schwintek, Inc. (“Schwintek”), 
effective November 18, 2019. Schwintek’s innovative 
and patent-protected PWR-ARM automatic Bimini, a 
trusted brand grounded in quality and performance, has 
revolutionized marine sunshade solutions for over 13 years. 
The PWR-ARM automatic Bimini’s unprecedented sunshade 
system allows for protection at the push of a button and can 
be added to virtually any pontoon or deck boat, providing 
high-end appeal to any watercraft. It is a premier electric 
sunshade solution on the market for pontoon and smaller 
power boats.
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CURT Group
DECEMBER 2019

LCI completed the acquisition of CURT Group ("CURT") for 
approximately $340 million in December 2019. CURT is 
headquartered in Eau Claire, Wisconsin and is a leading 
manufacturer and distributor of branded towing products 
and truck accessories for the aftermarket. CURT maintains 
a robust product portfolio comprised of thousands of SKUs 
across various product lines, including hitches, towing 
electricals, ball mounts, and cargo management. CURT 
brands include CURT, Aries, Luverne, Retrac, and UWS.

FEMTO Engineering
DECEMBER 2019

Femto Engineering is an engineering and manufacturing 
organization, meeting the needs for exact and specific product 
design, prototype construction, engineering and construction of 
production equipment and production polymer components.

Femto provides global engineering, being able to intervene 
and assist its customers in the early stages of developing a 
new product to its full industrialization. Femto Engineering has 
expertise in the fields of plastics, metal structural and composite 
materials. As of press time, Femto was able to build protective 
face gear for the Italian government facing the COVID-19 crisis in 
March of 2020. At the time of printing, they had been contracted 
to build over 50,000 protective face guards!

Aquisitions & Partnerships
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New Products

Solid Step® All-Weather Floor Tray 
The Solid Step All-Weather Floor Tray is designed to collect 
debris from stored Solid Step treads. Stowing the Solid Step in 
its upright storage position can leave RV floors vulnerable to 
falling dirt, water, and debris. The All-Weather Floor Tray neatly 
captures unwanted debris and keeps RV floors spick and span. 
The versatile All-Weather Floor Tray can also double as a handy 
place to store dirty shoes or as a place to set pet dishes. This 
Solid Step accessory is available in multi-packs of ten with a 
modern, tear-away package.

Solera® Slide Topper Prep Program 
This new dealership-oriented program is designed to make 
installation of Solera-brand Slide Toppers a quicker and more 
efficient process. The Solera Slide Topper Prep Program will 
debut on 2020 model units and will be the first-ever awning 
brand to prep for slide toppers. LCI will prep slide-outs on 
some of the most popular OEM brands. Solera Slide Topper 
installation on these brands will be much less time-consuming 
using LCI’s patent pending Slide Topper Access Kit which 
marries the prepped RVs with LCI’s Solera Slide Toppers.

Screen Defender
The Screen Defender helps protect RV screen doors by 
adding an extra layer of protection over the existing screen 
door. The Screen Defender is a black powder-coated, 
aluminum screen, constructed with the same materials as 
the entry door frame. The Screen Defender is designed to fit 
and lock into existing extrusion channels on the RV’s existing 
screen door. Available to both OEMs and the aftermarket, 
the Screen Defender is compatible with LCI’s full line of entry 
doors made for travel trailers and fifth-wheels, as well as for 
motorized doors on motorhomes.
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Thin Shade Complete and Ready Kits 
Aftermarket, RV
We introduced two new RV entry door accessory kits, the 
Thin Shade™ Ready Kit and the Thin Shade™ Complete Kit. 
The revolutionary Thin Shade™ is a pleated window shade 
that seamlessly integrates into the RV entry door window 
frame, providing instant shade, privacy, or sunlight. Both kits 
are now being offered in attractive retail packaging and are 
available through all of LCI’s aftermarket partners. The Thin 
Shade Ready Kit was designed for simple installation into the 
100,000-plus prepped LCI entry doors. The Thin Shade Ready 
Kit includes the attractive pleated shade, which can easily be 
attached to the LCI prepped window frames.

Solid Step® Entry Assist Handrail
The Solid Step Entry Assist Handrail provides added support 
and safety when entering and exiting the RV. DIY installation 
is quick and easy using the included handrail brackets, 
backing plate, and hardware. The innovative design allows 
the handrail’s height to be adjusted up to five inches to 
accommodate an entry door width of up to 36 inches. Solid 
Step Entry Assist Handrails work with Generation 3 Triple or 
Quad Solid Steps.

Space Saver Upper Deck & Rhino Box Pin Box
LCI’s patent pending Space Saver Upper Deck provides 
additional floor space and minimizes the large step commonly 
found in front of cabinetry or inside of walk-in closets in most 
fifth-wheels today. LCI’s new chassis design utilizes a much 
larger and more robust front beam, eliminating the need for 
the rear beam behind the pin box. As part of the Space Saver 
Upper Deck’s development, LCI created a new pin box that 
utilizes high-strength low-alloy (HSLA) steel and features a 
load rating of 21,000 pounds (GVWR). By utilizing HSLA steel, 
the Rhino Box pin box’s steel construction is twice as strong as 
commercial steel commonly used in other pin box models.

New Products
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Screen Shot™

With its patent pending design, the Screen Shot 
ensures that the screen door closes by itself, every 
time, keeping unwanted pests out of the RV. The 
Screen Shot's custom anchors were designed to fit 
snugly into your screen door's inner channels while 
a pair of anchor screws hold it in place. The Screen 
Shot's elastic webbing is installed directly into the 
door jamb. When the screen door is opened, the 
elastic webbing expands, then automatically pulls 
the door shut.

Floë Integrated Drain Down System
Floë is an industry-first, integrated water drain-down system 
that lets the RV owner flush out their RV’s water system, 
anywhere, anytime, helping prevent frost damage during 
winter months. Floë is designed for RVs, model homes and 
any other property, static or stationary, that holds drinking 
and bathing water. If these properties are left vacant during 
the winter months with water left in the pipes and boiler, frost 
damage can occur in the water system. Floë provides two 
main benefits: the first is that an RV owner can drain their own 
property; the second is that it gives the owner flexibility to use 
their RV throughout the winter, draining it whenever and as 
often as they like, without any further expense. Floë provides 
an easy, convenient way to protect and clean an RV, boat, or 
any mobile vehicle’s freshwater system.
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AquaFi™ Waterproof Mobile Hotspot
The AquaFi™ 4G LTE mobile hotspot keeps boaters online, 
delivering fast and reliable WiFi with a secure connection. 
Engineered for the boating lifestyle, AquaFi's waterproof 
casing can withstand damp, marine environments, 
preventing water infiltration that could damage normal 
electronics. Whether enjoying a lazy day on the pontoon boat 
or planning a longer cabin cruiser excursion, AquaFi can help 
keep everyone connected while onboard.

OneControl® X Series
We officially relaunched the suite of OneControl products and 
introduced the OneControl X-Series. The OneControl app now 
features a complete refresh of the app interface, improved 
with a 100% graphical design, intuitive menu options, and 
enhanced capabilities. The fully relaunched OneControl app 
is fully customizable for OEM customers. From the app name 
to color schemes and capabilities, the OneControl app can 
be completely rebranded and customized by OEMs, however 
they want. 

Customers can send custom push notifications to their 
owners and receive real-time diagnostic information on 
issues that could interrupt their camping experience.

New Products
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We've grown to more than 70 
facilities across the United States 
and in Canada, Europe and 
Africa. We strive to strengthen 
our quality culture every day, in 
every facility, by developing and 
sustaining efficient systems, by 
reducing costs and by increasing 
quality across all of our operations. 
Our teams embrace lean 
initiatives — working smarter, 
not harder — and we’ve invested 
in comprehensive training, 
advanced machinery, layout 

improvements and strategic 
remodeling at many facilities. 
Our teams are on the cutting-
edge, continually designing and 
developing innovative product 
lines for RVs, residential housing 
and adjacent markets. We are 
proud of our teams and their 
accomplishments, and we know 
continuous improvement will 
guide our company, our team 
members and our communities 
as we continue to grow.

Our Plants
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Giving back to the neighborhoods  we live, work and play in.

Our Social Impact

(above) Elkhart Environmental Center
Team members from plant 228 adopted a trail 
through the Elkhart Environmental Center. 
The plant has committed to cleaning trail #4 
twice a month through October.

(right) Elkhart Environmental Center
Several marketing team members from 

plant 66 join forces and tackle some 
much needed landscaping maitenance.
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Giving back to the neighborhoods  we live, work and play in.

Plant 39SB team members and their familes beautify the grounds at Unity Gardens in South Bend, a facility that provides free, healthy food for the community.
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Our Social Impact

Community Day is a day where Lippert 
team members, their family and friends 
join forces to be change makers in the 
communities we live, work and play. In 
2019, we had a amazingly successful 
Spring and Fall Community Days.

More than 50 LCI plants around the 
globe participated in our company wide 
days of giving back! This year we even 
went international and had our Italian 
team members take part.
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Our Social Impact

The total LCI impact was amazing!

• More than 50 locations participated 
• 3,000+ team members involved 
• 9,000+ hours given by LCI team members

From parks to little league fields, highway 
clean ups, and the Summit, the communities 
where Lippert plants call home were 
beautified by our team members. 
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Plant 85 - Bashor Children's Home
Team Members got their hands dirty in the soil cleaning up 
flowerbeds and spreading mulch around the property.
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In 2019, LCI again sponsored the annual 
IDEA Week held at the University of 
Notre Dame's Idea Center in South 
Bend, Indiana. 

In 2019, LCI even won a few awards! 
LCI was honored with 2nd place for 
the “South Bend – Elkhart Top 10 

Memorable Moments & Milestones

Companies by Number of Patents 
Issued” award. We were awarded 8 
patents during 2018, putting us in 
2nd place behind the University of 
Notre Dame in 1st place with the most 
awarded patents in the region in 2018.
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LCI team members Michael Rupchock and 
Jessica Hanyzewski gave a great presentation 
at the RV/MH Hall of Fame during Idea Week 
2019. Their one hour presentation, given with 
representatives of Sales Force, detailed the 
concepts of a connected customer service 
platform. Having the ability to "listen" to 
diagnostic signals from RVs will revolutionize 
customer service in the RV Industry. The 
panel of experts discussed LCI's customer 
service journey and discussed what the future 
holds for connected products. These are very 
exciting times indeed!
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Memorable Moments & Milestones

LCI hosted nearly 500 students for 
Manufacturing Day 2019. Students from 
Concord, Fairfield, Goshen, Pierre Moran, 
North Side, and Northridge Middle 
Schools had the opportunity to tour 
LCI facilities from October 1 through 
October 16 as part of Manufacturing 
Day’s nationwide effort to connect with 

future generations and foster 
positive awareness around 

today’s manufacturing 
environment.

LCI Plants 4, 19, 28, 
50, 58, 85, and 228W 
participated in this 
year’s Manufacturing 
Day. Students were 

given group tours and 
had the opportunity to 

listen to team member 
success stories, learn about 

career pathway options within the 
Company’s various divisions and 
operations, receive educational product 
line information, learn about safety 
precautions, and observe product line 
mock runs.

“Manufacturing Day is a wonderful 
way to get students familiar with the 
many career paths that are available 
within the manufacturing field. It is 
always such a pleasure to partner with 
the Horizon Education Alliance (HEA) on 
this event to make a positive impact on 
our local area students!” commented 
April Takach, LCI’s People & Talent 
Acquisition Representative.

About	The	Manufacturing	Institute	

MFG Day is organized by The 
Manufacturing Institute—the education 
and workforce partner of the National 
Association of Manufacturers. The 
Institute drives programs and research 
to raise awareness, change perceptions 
about manufacturing and help 
students translate STEM skills learned 
in a classroom into fulfilling career 
opportunities in a growing industry. For 
more information, please visit www.
themanufacturinginstitute.org.

What	Is	MFG	Day?

MFG Day aims to showcase the 
diverse career opportunities available 
in the manufacturing industry 
and connect with America’s future 
workforce—students. Across the 
country, manufacturers will be hosting 
students of all ages in their facilities, 
showcasing our nation’s most 
iconic industry. Last year, 
more than 80 percent 
of students said they 
became more convinced 
that manufacturing 
provides interesting and 
rewarding careers after 
attending these events. 
Events large and small 
will highlight how modern 
manufacturers are solving 
tomorrow’s challenges today!
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Memorable Moments & Milestones

It was a great two days at Career Quest 
2019 organized by the Horizon Education 
Alliance. Thousands of middle schoolers 
in Elkhart County and surrounding areas 
explored the exhibition, learning about 
career opportunities awaiting them. 

Lippert Components manned three 
booths at the event with the goal of 
raising awareness and introducing local 
area students to career opportunities and 
technology. Many of these students are 
already starting to make life choices that 
will guide them to a career in the future, 
and events like Career Quest gives them 
valuable face time with area businesses 
and industries that they may not even 
know existed. Events like Career Quest 
are excellent ways for LCI to reach out and 
communicate with the community, and 
perhaps talk to future LCI team members!

Over 4,300 students from three counties, over 
50 companies from three major industries, all 
centered around the same goal; showcasing 
the many career possibilities available in our 
communities in Career Quest 2019.
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LCI is a huge support of CAPS. This year LCI sponsored the 
CAPS Superhero 5K and our own Andy Murray received the 
Superhero of the Year Award for his endless dedication to 
the CAPS program over the years. Thanks Andy for being 
an inspiration to all other LCI team members and for being 
such a great leader in the community!

Plant 75- Habitat for Humanity
Team Members spent the day building a shed as part 
of a home build. Even in the thunder storms, they 
persevered and finished the shed.

01 Corp- CARES
Team members from the corporate team spent a half hour 
each week throughout the school year mentoring students 
at Osolo Elementary School in Elkhart.
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Memorable Moments & Milestones

Pink Out softball tournament

Plant 72 - Boys & Girls Club
Team Members played a 

friendly game of dodgeball 
with the children at the 

Boys & Girls Club of Elkhart.

Plant 39-Center for Homeless
Team Members spent the day organizing 

the donation room.

Plant 48 at Safe Harbor
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Plant 107- Hope On The Hill
Team Members continue to show dedication to Hope on the Hill. 
Team members cut and stacked fire food for the organization. 
Hope on the Hill is a non-profit organization created to sustain 
change and transform the community one act of HOPE at a time.

Plant 48-Local Elementary Schools
Team Members volunteered to assemble 
food packs for elementary students so that 
no child goes hungry on the weekends when 
the school is not providing meals.

Plant 58- Soup of Success
Team Members ran two assembly lines at Soup of Success while also 
making soup and brownie packets to sell in their store front.
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Memorable Moments & Milestones

Plant 45-ADEC
Volunteers created signs and cheered on 
clients from ADEC for their annual ADEC Ball; 
an evening of dancing, fun and friendship. 
ADEC is a registered nonprofit that proudly 
advocates for and serves people with 
developmental and intellectual disabilities in 
Elkhart and St. Joseph Counties.

Plant 76- We Care Outreach Ministry
Team members from plant 76 coordinated, 

shopped, cooked and served meals to raise 
funds for the "We Care" Fund through the 

We Care Outreach Ministry. The team helped 
raise $922 that will be dispersed by the 

nonprofit to families in need.
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Team members at plants 
115 and 228G take turns 
helping The Salvation Army 
over the Holidays.
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Memorable Moments & Milestones

Beam	Processing	Center	(BPC)

In 2019, LCI decided to make some 
significant improvements to our RV 
chassis manufacturing process which we 
had been doing the same way since 1997.

One of the most difficult tasks in the 
chassis manufacturing process is the 
handling and processing of the 40’ 
I-Beam pieces that can weigh up 
to 432 lbs. While a lot of the chassis 
manufacturing process is customized to 
each floor plan, the bright minds at LCI 
knew that I-beam processing benefit 
from automation. As a result, the Beam 
Processing Center, or BPC, was born. 

The BPC had to be very flexible due 
to the nature of the RV chassis frame 
business. There are no batches of parts to 
manufacture, so LCI engineers designed 

it to process a batch size of one! All we 
need is a release print/model of the 
chassis rail and a valid order. The BPC 
combines this information and builds 
the part. And once finished, immediately 
moves onto the next part. 

Why invest in automation? LCI needed 
to make critical improvements 
in several different areas of the 
manufacturing process: 

•	Improved	Safety

•	Improved	Quality

•	Reduced	Scrap

•	Reduced	Complexity

•	Improved	Throughput

Looking	To	The	Future

This is the largest and most complex 
automation project that LCI has ever 
embarked upon and will forever 
change how LCI manufactures its core 
product, the RV chassis. The principles 
of operation are founded in Industry 4.0 
and are at the forefront of World Class 
Manufacturing Technology. This is the 
basis of an LCI Technology Roadmap to 
move forward over the coming years, 
further changing the way our Industry 
works together. Great work to all the 
teams that made this happen. It is a 
shining star in the LCI universe. 
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Jason Lippert participated in a welding 
contest at plant 45. Here is just one example 
of how our leaders take part in company 
activities on a daily basis.
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Memorable Moments & Milestones

Celebrating with the Boys & Girls Club!
In 2019, the 19th Annual Bids 4 Kids 
Dinner Auction raised an astonishing $1.5 
million for the Boys & Girls Clubs of Elkhart 
County – Goshen Unit. This event was 
chaired by LCI’s CEO, Jason Lippert, and 
the Director of Corporate & Community 
Impact, Michilah Grimes. This event 
would not have been possible without 
the number of LCI leaders that serve on 
the committee responsible for gathering 
sponsorships and auction items, 
including: Kristen LeBaron, Troy Eash and 
Jamie Schnur. More than 150 LCI leaders 
attended and supported the event, 
and more than 40 LCI team members 
volunteered their time on this special 
evening. This award-winning annual 
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Celebrating with the Boys & Girls Club!

gathering is the largest fundraising 
event of the year supporting the Boys 
& Girls Club’s operating funds. With 
the financial support the Boys & Girls 
Club receive at this event, they are able 
to fulfill their mission to inspire and 
empower more than 1,000 children. 
Funds raised at Bids 4 Kids go towards 
providing nutritious meals and daily 
programs for our members. Members 
learn and explore through Power 
Hour sessions (homework/academic 
support), STEM programming, 
workforce development programs, 
sports and recreation programs, Fine 
Arts, Random Acts of Kindness Clubs, 
and field trips. 
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plant no. product line address phone fax

Alabama
203 MH Windows & Doors 112 Brewer Street, Double Springs, AL 35553 205-489-5051 205-489-2869

Arizona
71A Duncan Glass Systems 566 E Germann Road, Suite 104, Gilbert, AZ 85297 480-517-1817

California
29 MH Steel Parts/Chassis & Trailers 168 S Spruce Avenue, Rialto, CA 92376 909-873-0061 909-873-0065

Florida
71F Duncan Glass Systems 370 Eagles Landing Drive, Lakeland, FL 33811 863-644-6700

113 Taylor Made Fabrics 1900 47th Terrace East Bradenton, FL 34203 941-747-1900

Georgia
16 Georgia Chassis & Fabricated Parts 160 Oriole Road, Fitzgerald, GA 31750 229-423-7884 229-423-8490

Idaho
57 West Coast Furniture & Mattresses 1323 N 11th Avenue, Nampa, ID 83687 208-466-8481 208-467-1239

64 RV Chassis 427 Hankins Road S, Kimberly, ID 83341 208-735-1546

84 West Coast Axle Division 1908 Industrial Drive, Nampa, ID 83687 208-466-8481

214 RV/MH Windows & Doors 944 N Kings Road, Nampa, ID 83687 208-466-4523 208-467-9711

Indiana
1 Corporate, Elkhart 3501 County Road 6 East, Elkhart, IN 46514 574-535-1125  574-535-2086

1 Corporate, Mishawaka 4100 Edison Lakes Pkwy, Suite 210 Mishawaka, IN 46545 574-535-1125  574-535-2086

4 Continental Stamping - Fabrication 2475 E Kercher Drive, Goshen, IN 46526 574-312-6181

19 Fifth-Wheel RV Chassis 3152 Skyview Road, Goshen, IN 46526 574-312-7839 574-642-4134

19 Building 26 - RV Chassis 3055 Skyview Road Goshen, IN 46526 574-312-6423

19 Building 30 - RV Chassis 65781 Sourwood Goshen, IN 46526 574-312-7440

19 Chassis Office 2766 College Ave Goshen, IN 46528 574-312-6423

28 RV Chassis 51040 Greenfield Parkway, Middlebury, IN 46540 574-312-7445

39 Customer Service/Aftermarket 1902 W Sample Street, South Bend, IN 46619 574-537-8900 574-534-7161

39B Duncan Systems & Aftermarket Distribution 408 S Byrkit St Mishawaka, IN 46544 574-537-8900

39T LCI Technical Institute 408 S Byrkit St Mishawaka, IN 46544 574-537-8900

45 Axles, Steps, Slides, Accessory Products 2703 College Avenue, Goshen, IN 46528 574-312-7790 574-533-0703

46 MH Chassis 3625 N State Road 9, Howe, IN 46746 574-312-7420

50 Furniture and Mattress 2602 College Avenue, Goshen, IN 46528 574-534-8177

50W Furniture Warehouse 1902 W Sample Street, South Bend, IN 46619 574-312-6369

58 Awnings, Patio Doors, Lamination 1722 W Mishawaka Road, Elkhart, IN 46517 574-312-6306 574-538-4370

66 Marketing 3407 Cooper Drive, Elkhart, IN 46514 574-264-3521

68B Lippert Technologies Indiana Facility 3200 Middlebury St, Suite D Elkhart, IN 46516 248-583-1010

71 Duncan Systems – Shipping & Receiving 401 South Beiger Street Mishawaka, IN 46544 574-389-8900

71 Duncan Systems 408 N Byrkit St Mishawaka, IN 46544 574-389-8900

72 E-Coating Technologies 2501 Jeanwood Drive, Elkhart, IN 46514 574-266-7356

77 Marine Furniture 6900 Nelson Road, Fort Wayne, IN 46803 260-749-1301 260-749-7706

82 LCI Service Shop 1701 Century Drive, Goshen, IN 46528 574-537-8900

85 RV Products 3325 Hackberry Drive, Goshen, IN 46528 574-312-7108

91 Marine & RV Seating 2503 Banks Court, Elkhart, IN 46514 574-295-8166

111 On & Off Highway Glass Assembly 1101 Stonebreaker Drive, Kendallville, IN 46755 260-347-1368

210 Residential Windows and Doors 2423 Messick Drive S, Goshen, IN 46526 574-312-6280 574-534-9454

228B RV Windows 1101 Eisenhower Drive S, Goshen, IN 46526 574-218-6944

228BG Glass Division 1201 Eisenhower Drive South Goshen, IN 46526 574-218-6944

228G Glass Window Division 1724 Eisenhower Drive South Goshen, IN 46526 574-312-6160

LCI Plant Locations
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plant no. product line address phone fax

Indiana cont.
228W RV Windows 1206 Eisenhower Drive South Goshen, IN 46526 574-312-6375

260 Adjacent Market Window Division 2006 Century Drive, Goshen, IN 46528 574-537-0486 574-533-2608

261 Thermoformed Bath & Kitchen Products 3501 County Road 6 East, Elkhart, IN 46514 574-312-7542

Michigan
68 Lippert Technologies (IDS) 6801 15 Mile Road, Sterling Heights, MI 48312 248-583-1010

96G Michigan Glass Production 200 S. First Street, Chesaning, MI 48616 989-845-7292

96W Michigan Window Production 1103 W. Pearl Street, Chesaning, MI 48616 989-845-3061

Missouri
120 RV Chassis 166 Eastport Street Burnsville, MS 38833

New York
110 Taylor Made Marine Windshield Assembly 93 South Boulevard, Gloversville, NY 12078 518-773-0636

115 Taylor Made Aftermarket Products 65 Harrison Street, Gloversville, NY 12078 518-773-9400

Ohio
76 RV Chassis 105 Jerry Drive, Jackson Center, OH 45334 937-596-0098

112 Taylor Made Glass Facility 407 N Maple Street, Payne, OH 45880 419-615-8504 

Oregon
27 RV Chassis 3700 NW Westgate Drive, Pendleton, OR 97801 541-314-3707

107 MH/RV Frames, Stamping 150 Southeast Booth Bend Road McMinnville, OR 97128 503-472-4671 503-472-4485

Pennsylvania
7 MH Frames 1658 Dry Tavern Road, Denver, PA 17517 717-484-6111 574-538-2950

South Carolina
74 Adjacent Market Glass & Window Production 121 Pan American Drive, Gaffney, SC 29341 864-902-0209

Tennessee
75 Adjacent Market Glass & Window Production 6257 Highway 76 East Springfield, TN 37172 615-382-5651

Texas

241
Manufactured Bath Products, Windows, 
Doors, Axles

101 Mushroom Road, Waxahachie, TX 75165 972-937-2002 972-937-0435

Utah
48 HappiJac 505 N Kays Drive, Kayesville, UT 84037 801-544-2585 801-546-2202

Canada
73 Adjacent Market Glass & Window Production 850 Rue Moeller, Granby, QC J2J1K7 450-378-6722 450-378-3657

Ireland

403 Taylor Made Glazed Products Railway Road Templemore, Tipperary E41 DP97 00353-504-31411

Italy
302 Lippert Components Italy SRL Project 2000 Via Antonio Vivaldi, 42, Calenzano, Florence 50041 +39 055 88.25.239

303 Lippert Components/ Sessa Klein Via Cavour 8 Castranno, VA 21040 +39 0332 896811

304 European Headquarters/Entry Doors
Via Etruria, 1 San Casciano in Val di pesa FI Firenze, 
Florence 50026

+39 041 432722  

304 Motorhome Entry Doors Via Viasana, 6, 30035 Mirano VE +39 041 432722

307 ST.LA SRL Via Marche 5/7 Pontedera, Pisa 56025 +39 0587 292625

310 Lavet SRL Località Guardavalle n. 61 – 53049 - Torrita di Siena (SI) +39 0932 667329

311 Femto Engineering Via Etruria n. 18 – 50026 – San Casciano in Val di Pesa (FI) +39 055 8228381

312 Ciesse Via G. Di Vittorio 66 Rignano sull'Arno (Fi) +39 055 696417

United Kingdom

402 Taylor Made/Trend Marine Glazed Products NR29 5BG, Sutton Rd Catfield, Great Yarmouth 0 +44 (0) 1692 581307

414 Lewmar Ltd. Southmoore Lane Havant, Hampshire PO9 1JJ +44 (0) 23 9247 1841
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